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June will be a busy month for the Arts and Science Center for Southeast Arkansas, with a free screening of the movie "Soul," a Live@5 concert, Saturday FunDay projects and Small Works on Paper among ...

Arts, Science Center fills up June calendar
The Senior U.S. Open at Omaha Country Club, shown by NBC’s networks. College World Series tickets will be available on June 7 There will be a few more seats available for advance purchase when the ...

Omaha World-Herald Sunrise Edition
Truck Talk is a weekly newsletter that looks under the hood of the trucking industry to add perspective and context to what's happening.

Truck Talk: Hydrogen rising edition
The future for blue-chip midstream is far brighter than most investors think. In fact, by 2040, 54% of the world's energy is expected to still be coming from oil and gas.

What Midstream Investors Need To Know About The Clean Energy Transition
Nebraska has become ground zero for opposition to the 30-by-30 plan, with nearly two dozen counties adopting resolutions to block Biden's effort to conserve 30% of U.S. land and water ...

Nebraska Gov. Ricketts stirs up opposition to Biden's 30-by-30 conservation plan
Energy efficiency, electrification of heating and transport, and the provision of clean cooking facilities are all going in the wrong direction as the Covid crisis deprived millions in sub-Saharan ...

Universal electricity access by 2030 remains a distant dream
The rising tide of discontent over 5G’s shortcomings is giving new windows of opportunity for radically different approaches to communications. If you think we finally debunked “chips in your brain,” ...

What is 6G, if anything? A guide to what to expect, from whom, and when
The UNESCO Science Report 2021 discusses AI, robotics, Industry 4.0, and a spike in scientific research, patents, and spending.

AI ‘dominated scientific output’ in recent years, UNESCO report shows
As employees, we are alarmed that Amazon's pollution is disproportionately concentrated in communities of color,” a petition signed by 640 workers said.

Amazon workers demand end to pollution hitting people of color hardest
Dan Anna, assistant supervisor of APL’s Environmental Health and Safety Group, was recently named an American Industrial Hygiene Association fellow — a prestigious honor granted to less than 5% of the ...

Johns Hopkins APL’s Anna Named AIHA Fellow
The request includes $7.4 billion for the Office of Science — a $400 million increase that Democrats already said is insufficient — and includes a nearly 10% increase in funding for climate ...

What Biden's $6T budget plan means for energy
CSUN Coronavirus Vaccine Site Closes As LA County’s Effort Shifts To Smaller, More Focused Efforts Public health officials took steps to shut down the mammoth vaccination site at California State ...

California Healthline Daily Edition
Private sector fossil fuel spending on exploration is drying up just as modest rises in clean energy investments are being observed. With stock market investors increasingly embracing renewables, the ...

Are oil and gas companies on the run?
Q1 2022 Earnings CallJun 9, 2021, 9:30 a.m. ETContents: Prepared Remarks Questions and Answers Call Participants Prepared Remarks: OperatorGood morning, ladies and gentlemen. Thank you for standing ...

Vera Bradley Inc (VRA) Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript
"Now, that aspiration actually has this avenue to become true." Rocket makers see surging satellite demand. Demand for satellite launches likely will surge despite assertions to the contrary, industry ...

Rocket Report: SpaceX breaks streak of used launches, FAA clears Electron
A member of the Cheyenne Creek Conservation Club is ready to transfer rainbow troutlets into buckets for release into Cheyenne Creek as part of a Trout Unlimited/Colorado Parks and Wildlife Trout ...

Cheyenne Mountain Junior High School club raises ‘Trout in the Classroom’
Welcome to Edition 3.45 of the Rocket Report ... The unsealed online auction for this seat will continue until June 10. Then, on June 12, the company will hold a live online auction among verified ...

Rocket Report: A new space race in India, Elon’s hat is safe for now
said all companies need to make an environmental agenda a bigger priority. “When you look at the magnitude of climate change, 10 or so companies' adopting a resolution is not enough,” he said.
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